To our clients

Tuesday, 30. July 2019

Declaration of conformity concerning ROHS-directive 2011/65/EU

IEF-Werner GmbH produces adjusting slides, handling systems, work piece transport, palletisers and NC controls.

With respect to the customer, we are liable to the information obligation according to directive 2011/65/EU of 31.03.2015 of the European Parliament and the council of restriction of usage of particular dangerous substances in electronic and electric devices “Restriction of Hazardous Substances (ROHS)”.

In our role as producer and distributor, we guarantee that our products are developed and produced according to Art. 4 of the RL 2011/65/EU.

The declaration 2015/863/EU (ROHS III) is part of the declaration 2011/65/EU (ROHS II).

If you have any further questions concerning the implementation of the ROHS-directive in our company, we are gladly at your disposal.

You are welcome to address our contact person concerning questions about ROHS, Mr. Seif, e-mail bernhard.seif@ief-werner.de.
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